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Abstract Molecular structures of stable tautomers of

dimedone [5,5-dimethyl-cyclohexane-1,3-dione (1) and

3-hydroxy-5,5-dimethylcyclohex-2-enone (2)] were opti-

mized and vibrational frequencies were calculated in five

different organic solvents (dimethylsulfoxide, methanol,

acetonitrile, dichloromethane and chloroform). Geometry

optimizations and harmonic vibrational frequency calcu-

lations were performed at DFT 6-31?G(d,p), DFT

6-311??G(2d,2p), MP2 6-311??G (2d,2p) and MP2 aug-

cc-pVDZ levels for both stable forms of dimedone.

Experimental FT-IR spectra of dimedone have also been

recorded in the same solvents. A new approach was

developed in order to determine tautomers’ ratio using both

experimental and theoretical data in Lambert–Beer equa-

tion. Obtained results were compared with experimental

results published in literature. It has been concluded that

while DFT 6-31?G(d,p) method provides accurate enol

ratio in DMSO, MeOH, and DCM, in order to obtain

accurate results for the other solvents the MP2 aug-cc-

pVDZ level calculations should be used for CH3CN and

CHCl3 solutions.

Keywords Dimedone � Tautomer � DFT � MP2 �
FT-IR

Introduction

Tautomerization represents isomerization process vital for

organic chemistry, biochemistry, and pharmacology [1–5].

The effects of solvent, temperature, intermolecular and

intramolecular hydrogen bonding are driving factors of

tautomerization, especially in neutral systems [6–8].

Tautomerism characterizes a dynamic equilibrium and

usually occurs very fast, especially when at least one

electronegative atom participates in tautomerization (e.g.

nitrogen, oxygen). As a result of fast interconversion the

qualitative and quantitative analysis, separation and isola-

tion of tautomers becomes a very difficult experimental

task [9–12]. In most cases it is impossible to measure the

tautomer’s ratios due to the high mobility of hydrogen

atom in prototropic tautomerization process, even using

state of art physicochemical methods [13].

Keto-enol tautomerization is one of the well-known

tautomerization phenomena, especially in 1,3-dicarbonyl

compounds. Structures and ratio of diketo and keto-enolic

tautomers of 1,3-dicarbonyl compounds exhibit very

interesting properties due to the intramolecular and inter-

molecular hydrogen bond effect of enolic form [14–21].

Acyclic 1,3-dicarbonyl compounds exist as a mixture of

diketo and keto-enolic forms [22, 23], and the main factors

that promote formation of the enol form, which is generally

most abundant form, is creation of an intramolecular

hydrogen bond [23]. The conjugated p system and forma-

tion of six membered ring structure are also promoting the

enol form (Fig. 1). Diketo is the other stable tautomer and

as it is clear from previous studies conformation of diketo
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tautomer is completely different from enol structure

because of strong repulsion of the localized C = O bond

dipoles [24].

However, the enol tautomer of cyclic 1,3-dicarbonyl

derivatives cannot form an intramolecular hydrogen bond,

because of the fixed positions of carbonyls, even so the

cyclic derivatives still exist as a mixture of diketo and keto-

enolic forms [25–28]. Conjugated p system and hydrogen

bonds between the solute molecules (or formed with the

solvent) may be the reasons for the existence of keto-enolic

tautomer (2) in cyclic 1,3-dicarbonyl (Fig. 2) systems.

Dimedone is one of the most prevalent members of

cyclic 1,3-dicarbonyls and it is possible to find the appli-

cations of dimedone in many areas including industry,

synthetic organic chemistry and analytical chemistry [28].

However, dimedone (1), cannot form intramolecular

hydrogen bonds, the enol tautomer of dimedone (2) exists

in solid state as well as in solvent media [28].

Several spectroscopic (NMR, UV, IR, HPLC, GC–MS,

X-Ray) [29–33] and theoretical approaches [34] have been

used for the identification of tautomeric systems. None of

these methods are capable to detect the tautomers’ ratio

directly, except 1H-NMR. Although 1H-NMR technique

provides the integration of hydrogen, so selected charac-

teristics of tautomers could be revealed by such experi-

ments, nevertheless inability of NMR time scale for the

detection of fast interconversions at room temperature is a

common problem. There are also other experimental

techniques such the time scale of vibrational spectroscopy

that is suitable for simultaneous detection of coexisting

species [29, 35–37].

Although there are several studies performed for the

detection of tautomers’ ratios of dimedone in solution [26,

38–41], most of these studies report different enol contents,

due to the aforementioned problems in detection of tauto-

mer proportions in solution.

A new quantitative method has been developed for

detecting single component of the multicomponent mix-

tures quantitatively and reported previously by our group

[42]. The method is based on the combination of experi-

mental FT-IR absorbances and theoretical molar absorption

coefficients (epsilon) in Lambert–Beer equation. In our

previous study we have detected successfully the tautom-

ers’ proportions of acetylacetone in different solvents by

using this method [42]. In the present study, this method

has been applied to dimedone, which is one of the most

common cyclic derivative of 1,3-dicarbonyls. We applied

different levels of calculations and compared them with

experimental results in order to test for the accuracy the

new approach derived for detection of tautomer’s ratio.

Materials and methods

All solvents and dimedone were purchased from Aldrich or

Fluka as analytical purity. The vibrational absorption

spectra of dimedone were recorded using a Perkin Elmer

1600 BX 2 FT-IR spectrophotometer in 0.015 mm path

length CaF2 liquid cell with an average 32 scans, at 4 cm-1

resolution and 2 cm-1 interval. The concentrations of the

dimedone were 0.03 mol/L for all measurements.

Calculations were performed with the Gaussian 03 [43]

set of programs. The geometry optimizations and fre-

quency calculations of tautomers of dimedone were carried

out at the B3LYP/6-31?G (d,p), B3LYP/6-311??G

(2d,2p) [45–49], MP2 6-311??G (2d,2p) levels of theory

[49, 50] with the conductor-like polarizable continuum

model (CPCM) [51] for all solvents (methanol, dimethyl-

sulfoxide, acetonitrile, chloroform, and dichloromethane).

It should be considered that the tautomer studies require a

very carefully designed solution models and there are very

useful methods for this [52–61]. PCM model has been used

as a first step. Accuracy of this method can be increased by

using different solvent modeling techniques. The default

settings for Gaussian 09 for CPCM has been used (Atomic

Radii: UFF, cavity type: Scaled van der Waals Surfaces

(Alpha = 1.100), polarization charges: Spherical Gaussi-

ans, with point-specific exponents (IZeta = 3), dielectric

constants: CH3CN = 35.6880, CHCl3 = 4.7113,

DCM = 8.9300, DMSO = 46.8260, MeOH = 32.6130).

MP2 aug-cc-pVDZ [62] calculations were also performed

for acetonitrile and chloroform. The 2D (C–OH bond and

energy) potential energy surface (step size: 10o, 36 steps)

has been calculated for enol tautomer at AM1 level and the
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Fig. 1 Keto-enol tautomerization in acyclic 1,3-dicarbonyls
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Fig. 2 Tautomerization of dimedone
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most stable conformation detected before optimization.

The harmonic vibrational frequencies have been calculated

for all considered structures. Only real frequency predicted

assure that the studied species are minima on the respective

potential energy surfaces.

The recently developed quantitative method was repor-

ted with all details in our previous study on the acetyl-

acetone [42]. This method is based on the application of

Lambert–Beer equation for a specific frequency in infrared

spectroscopy (Eq. 1).

Am ¼ emlc ð1Þ

If the system contains more than one species the

Lambert–Beer equation transforms to multi component

form (Eq. 2).

ATm ¼ Akm þ Aem ¼ eklckð Þ þ eelceð Þ ð2Þ

ATm is the total absorbance, Akm and Aem represent the

absorbances of keto and enol tautomers at a specific

frequency (m). ek (epsilon-keto) and ee (epsilon-enol) are

the calculated molar absorption coefficients of tautomers at

maximum absorption frequency of individual absorption

band, l represents the path length, ce and ck stands for the

relative tautomer proportions.

The first step of the method includes calculation of the

infrared spectra of each tautomer, so a suitable absorption

band for individual tautomers has to be chosen as the ‘‘key

band’’. It is essential for the key band to be as free as

possible from overlapping with the absorption bands of

other tautomers. Such band should also have at least a

medium intensity. These kind of absorption bands can be

utilized for the quantitative analysis of multi-component

mixtures [42].

The second step is to record the experimental FT-IR

spectra of tautomeric molecules (dimedone) in related

solvent. The assignment of experimental spectra of the

tautomeric mixture due to calculated vibrational frequen-

cies of single tautomers allows choosing two absorption

bands (key bands) which belong to the keto and enol tau-

tomers and should overlap as less as possible (Fig. 3).

As it can be seen from Fig. 3a it is possible to determine

key bands for keto (1604 cm-1) and enol (1704 cm-1)

forms from the experimental spectra of the dimedone. The

next step is to write the Lambert–Beer equation for both

frequencies individually, considering the maximum

absorbance frequencies (Eq. 3 and 4).

A1604 ¼ 0þ Ae ¼ 0þ eecelð Þ ¼ eecel ð3Þ
A1704 ¼ Ak þ 0 ¼ ekcklð Þ þ 0 ¼ ekckl ð4Þ

When one divides Eq. 3 by Eq. 4 the path length (l) is

eliminated and one obtains a simpler equation (Eq. 5).

Ae=Ak ¼ eeceð Þ= ekckð Þ ð5Þ

In Eq. 5 the Aenol and Aketo values will be obtained from

the selected experimental key band intensities at maximum

absorbance frequency. Since for most tautomeric cases the

epsilon values cannot be obtained experimentally for each

tautomer, because of the isolation problem of tautomers,

theoretically obtained molar absorption coefficients

(epsilon) were used instead.

At the first glance, using experimental and theoretical

data in a single equation might not be justified because the

experimental and theoretical values generally do not

match. In addition, theoretical results do have different

error bars than the experimental ones. However, by

dividing Eq. 3 by Eq. 4 one also eleminates the difference

between accuracy of theoretical and the experimental

molar absorption coefficients.

The main goal of this study is to determine the tautomer

ratios of dimedone in different solvents by a new technique

which includes both experimental (FTIR) and theoretical

data.

Results and discussions

The tautomers’ ratios of dimedone have been studied by a

combined experimental and theoretical method. The

obtained enol concentration has been summarized in

Table 1 for comparison with the literature.

a

b

Fig. 3 a Experimental FT-IR spectrum of dimedone, b calculated

and overlaid vibrational frequencies of both diketo (dc) and keto-

enolic (enol) forms of dimedone between 1500 and 1800 cm-1 in

chloroform at B3LYP 6-311 ?? G (2d, 2p) level
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The FT-IR spectra of dimedone have been examined

between 1500 and 1800 cm-1 in different solvents. Cal-

culated vibrational spectra of both tautomers (keto-enol) at

different levels have been used to investigate the vibra-

tional characteristics and molar absorption coefficients of

dimedone tautomers.

Various experimentally reported enol ratios are slightly

different, depending on the source of data (Table 1).

Interestingly, the reported enol ratios differences are

observed in chloroform and acetonitrile, while the results

are consistent for dimethylsulfoxide [26, 38–41].

From the relative enol concentrations, which were

obtained using the derived here approach (Table 1) it could

be concluded that prediction of epsilon at different levels

(DFT 6-31?G(d,p), DFT 6-311??G(2d,2p), MP2

6-311??G(2d, 2p) and MP2 aug-cc-pVDZ) does not cause

a remarkable difference at obtained enol concentrations,

especially in DMSO, MeOH and DCM. The obtained enol

ratio does not change as a function of the method and basis

set, and the obtained here results are compatible with the

published experimental results (Table 1).

Thus, for the calculation of the molar absorption coef-

ficient (e) for the maximum frequency of selected absorp-

tion bands, it is sufficient to use DFT 6-31?G(d,p) level of

theory to predict enol ratio in the considered solvents.

However, as it can be gather from Table 1 our results for

CH3CN are not as accurate as for the other solvents,

especially at DFT 6-31 ? G(d, p), DFT 6-311??G(2d,2p)

and MP2 6-311??G(2d,2p) levels. On the other hand,

calculation at the MP2 aug-cc-pVDZ level provides closer

results to the published enol ratio (Table 1).

The vibrational frequency of both keto and enol tau-

tomers of dimedone were obtained at three different theory

levels [DFT 6-31?G(d,p), DFT 6-311??G(2d,2p) and

MP2 6-311??G(2d,2p)] in all solvents. MP2 aug-cc-

pVDZ level calculations were additionally performed for

CH3CN and CHCl3. The enol ratios obtained using first

three levels are in good agreement, especially for DMSO,

Table 1 Experimental frequencies and absorbances, theoretical frequencies and epsilons, enol ratio (Ce %) (for this work and published

experimental enol ratio), pure theoretical enol ratio and theoretical Gibbs free energy differences [DGketo
o - DGenol

o (kcal/mol)]

MeOH DMSO CH3CN CHCl3 DCM

Experimental Freq. keto 1710 1704 1708 1708 1708

Abs. keto 0.0003 0.0090 0.1300 0.0800 0.2600

Freq. enol 1602 1606 1618 1608 1614

Abs. enol 0.3300 0.4200 0.1800 0.0600 0.0500

DFT

6-31?G(d,p)

Theo. freq. 1619 1619 1619 1638 1629

Theo. epsilon 5141.0 5205.2 5190.6 3697.4 4442.8

Obtained Ce (%) 99.8 96.0 40.0 31.5 10.0

Theo. Ce (%) 97.0 97.5 97.0 80.3 91.2

DGketo
o - DGenol

o (kcal/mol) 2.1 2.2 2.1 0.8 1.4

DFT

6-311??G(2d,2p)

Theo. freq. 1608 1606 1608 1626 1617

Theo. epsilon 5010.3 5096.9 5037.7 3888.9 4563.4

Obtained Ce (%) 100.0 96.0 39.9 29.6 9.7

Theo. Ce (%) 99.0 99.0 98.9 92.2 97.2

DGketo
o - DGenol

o (kcal/mol) 2.7 2.7 2.7 1.5 2.1

MP2

6-311??G(2d,2p)

Theo. freq. 1661 1661 1661 1672 1667

Theo. epsilon 3615.5 3651.3 3644.0 3126.9 3559.8

Obtained Ce (%) 99.8 95.6 37.2 25.3 8.0

Theo. Ce (%) 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

DGketo
o - DGenol

o (kcal/mol) -3.2 -3.2 -3.2 -3.3 -3.3

MP2

aug-cc-pVDZ

Theo. freq. 1670 1675

Theo. epsilon 2167.9 2531.2

Obtained Ce(%) 49.2 28.6

Theo. Ce (%) 0.1 0.1

DGketo
o - DGenol

o (kcal/mol) -4.1 -4.2

Experimental literature Ce(%) Theo. Ce (%) 95–100 50–66 12–39 10

Bold values are obtained relative enol concentrations for each calculation level and experimental literature results
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MeOH and DCM (DMSO: 96.0, 96.0, 95.6; MeOH: 99.8,

100.0, 99.8 %; DCM: 10.0, 9.7, 8.0 %). Therefore, the

MP2 aug-cc-pVDZ calculations were not performed for

these solvents since the results predicted at lower levels

were acceptably close to the experimental values.

The situation is slightly different for CH3CN and CHCl3
(CH3CN: 40.0, 39.9, 37.2 %; CHCl3: 31.5, 29.6, 25.3 %).

Calculated results at the first three levels [DFT

6-31?G(d,p), DFT 6-311??G(2d,2p), and MP2

6-311??G(2d,2p)] are slightly different from experimen-

tal results (Table 1). As a result of this inconsistency a

higher calculation level was applied (MP2 aug-cc-pVDZ)

for CH3CN and CHCl3. Calculating the epsilons of tau-

tomers with MP2 aug-cc-pVDZ provided excellent results

when compared with former three levels (Table 1).

The MP2 aug-cc-pVDZ level calculation results are in

harmony with literature so considering all studied systems

it can be concluded that a relatively cheaper calculation

[DFT 6-31?G(d, p)] can be perform for DMSO, MeOH

and DCM but one should use a higher calculation level

(MP2 aug-cc-pVDZ) for CH3CN and CHCl3.

The comparison of applied here improved combined

method with the pure theoretical approaches has also been

carried out. The Standard Gibbs free energy differences of

tautomers (1 and 2) were calculated at room temperature

(298 K) and tautomers’ ratios were predicted (Table 1) (no

experimental data used). An application of the DFT cal-

culations reveals enol tautomer to be the most stable

structure in all solvents. Contrary to DFT results, MP2

calculation suggested keto structure as more stable tauto-

mer (Table 1). Application of only theoretical methods is

not sufficient to calculate the relative enol concentration to

be in agreement with the published experimental results.

Consideration of a single, isolated tautomer in calculations,

without any discrete solvent molecules may be a reason for

the discrepancy between experimental and theoretical

results. Neglecting in the models used in the calculation of

solvent–solute and intermolecular interactions, which are

important driving factors for the tautomeric equilibriums,

generally yield less accurate results (Table 1).

The studied tautomeric phenomena could also be

affected by various factors. While there is a conjugated p
system, a mobile hydrogen and electron delocalization on

enol structure (Fig. 4), polar solvents may promote

dynamic structures by assisting electron shift and hydrogen

transfer [63].

Application of a pure theoretical method to calculate the

tautomers’ ratio does not provide accurate results. On the

other hand, experimental techniques have other disadvan-

tages including time scale, necessity of isolation of a single

tautomer, and cost. Thus, combination of theory and FT-IR

method may be preferred, for such studies, instead of pure

theoretical or experimental approaches.

As it can be seen from the Fig. 5, the overlaid spectra

obtained by DFT vibrational frequency calculations

(Fig. 5b) are in better agreement with the experimental FT-

IR spectrum in chloroform, by means of enol frequency

and intensity, than MP2 level spectra. In these relatively

non-polar solvents the enol tautomer may benefit more

from interaction with another enol tautomer rather than

interaction with nonpolar solvent molecules. This interac-

tion may cause shifts of C = C and C = O absorption

bands and their overlap on FT-IR [28]. There is only a

small shoulder at 1736 cm-1 recorded experimentally,

which may belong to monomeric enol content.

In CH3CN there is a clear difference of frequency and

intensity between experimental spectra and calculated

vibrational frequency with first three levels [DFT

6-31?G(d,p), DFT 6-311??G(2d,2p), and MP2

6-311??G(2d,2p)] at carbonyl region (Fig. 6). Enol tau-

tomer may benefit more from interaction with polar solvent

(CH3CN) molecules rather than from interaction with other

enols. Thus the monomeric vibrational characteristic of

enol becomes predominant so C = C and C = O stretching

Fig. 4 Negative isosurfaces of

diketo (a) and keto-enol

(b) structures (Isovalue: 0.02)
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bands separate. As it can be seen from Fig. 6c the C = C

and C = O stretching bands of vibrational spectrum of

enol tautomer calculated at MP2 aug-cc-pVDZ level are

very similar to experimental spectrum. Lower level cal-

culations failed to properly predict peak intensities at cal-

culated vibrational spectrum of enol structure in CH3CN.

This conclusion is supported by the similarity between the

experimental (Fig. 6a) and theoretical spectra (Fig. 6c) and

the agreement between the experimental and obtained enol

ratio (Table 1) with the new developed method.

Conclusion

The presented here method is feasible to solve the detection

problem of relative concentrations of multicomponent

Fig. 5 Experimental FT-IR

spectrum of dimedone

(a) calculated and overlaid

vibrational frequencies of diketo

(dc) and keto-enolic (enol)

tautomers at DFT (b) and MP2

(c) levels between 1500 and

1800 cm-1 in chloroform

Fig. 6 Experimental FT-IR spectrum of dimedone (a) and calculated vibrational frequencies of both diketo (dc) and keto-enolic (enol) tautomers

between 1500 and 1800 cm-1 in DFT (b) and MP2 (c) levels in acetonitrile
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systems (dimerization, tautomerization, rotamerization,

etc.) in solvent media without necessity of isolation of

components. The widely used methods suffer from various

disadvantages including fast transformation and inability of

time scale of NMR. The combination of theoretical cal-

culations and experimental vibrational spectroscopy is

easier, cheaper and faster than NMR technique and there

are no solvent restrictions in the proposed approach.

It has been concluded that the calculation of epsilon with

smaller basis sets (DFT 6-31?G(d,p)) yields acceptable

results in DMSO, MeOH and DCM but relatively more

expensive level (MP2 aug-cc-pVDZ) is needed to calculate

accurate enol concentration in CH3CN and CHCl3.
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